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Club Activities --

Some dealers will arrive as early as Monday (April
1). Most dealers will have arrived and open their
doors to the public by Wednesday (April 3).
Iowa City Travelodge - about 3 miles from
Sharpless Auctions 2216 North Dodge St, I-80, Exit
246, (1) Block South Iowa City, Iowa Phone: (319)351-1010

February Workshop: Sunday Feb 24th
Noon to 5pm at the Moore House. 718
Franklin Ave Davenport, IA 52806. Craig or
Kellie 563-445-3034.

April 14: WATERLOO, IA Blackhawk Gem &
Mineral Society Annual Show, 11-5, Waterloo
Center for the Arts, 225 Commercial St. Contact:
David Malm, (319) 266-6433,
davidmalm@cfo.net

Upcoming Events
March 10-11: MACOMB, IL, 32nd Annual Show,
Geodeland Earth Science Clubs, Student Union
Ballroom, Western Illinois University, Murrat St,
Sat 10:00-6:00, Sun 10:00-5:00, Contact Regina
Kapta, 1483 E Wood St, Decatur, IL 62521,
(309) 830-6516, cigmc@comcast.net
March 17-18: Cedar Rapids, IA, Gem, Mineral

Dues are Due --

and Fossil Show, Cedar Valley rocks and Minerals
Society, Hawkeye Downs 4400 6th St SW, Cedar
Rapids, IA Contacts: Marv Hoag 319-364-2868, or
Bob Roper 319-377-2042,
www.cedarvalleyrockclub.org

Membership dues for 2013 are due; If you have
joined the club September or later in 2012 your
dues are already paid. Please make checks
payable to BlackHawk Gem and Mineral Club and
mail to:

April 5-7, 2013 MAPS Fossil Show
Iowa City, Iowa, Sharpless Auctions facility 5049
Herbert Hoover Hwy NE Just North of I-80 (Exit
249) Iowa City, Iowa. Friday and Saturday 8-5
(Sunday 8-12) Free Admission and Parking
World's Largest Fossil-only Show, Sponsored by:
Mid-America Paleontology Society
The "Jump Start" show opens a few days before
the MAPS Fossils Expo at the Iowa City
Travelodge. Many dealers arrive days before the
fossil show and open their doors to the public. The
main focus is on fossils, however, some will offer
Gems and Minerals, Meteorites, Novelty items and
Jewelry - to name a few non-fossil related subjects.

Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave Davenport. IA 52806
Individuals - $15.00
Senior Individual $10.00
Senior Couple - $12.00
Family - $20.00
To ensure that you are not dropped from the
Newsletter roster, please submit your payment
before the end of February.
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The examination of Jenya's body has already
proved that the massive humps on mammoths
seen on Ice Age cave paintings in Spain and France
were not extended bones but huge chunks of fat
that helped them regulate their body temperatures
and survive the long, cold winters, Tikhonov said.

Teenage mammoth found in Siberia, but
DNA is damaged
In this
handout
photo
provided by
The
International
Mammoth
Committee in
Russia on
Friday Oct. 5,
2012, the
carcass of a 16-year-old mammoth that was possibly
killed by humans tens of thousands of years ago and
was excavated on the North Siberian Taimyr peninsula
in late Sept. 28, 2012. Russian scientists say it's one of
the best-preserved bodies of a grown mammoth yet
found. (AP Photo/Sergei Gorbunov, International
Mammoth Committee in Russia, HO)(Credit: AP)

Jenya's hump was relatively big, which means that
he died during a short Arctic summer, he said.
Up to 4 meters (13 feet) in height and 10 tons in
weight, mammoths migrated across huge areas
between Great Britain and North America and
were driven to extinction by humans and the
changing climate.
Wooly mammoths are thought to have died out
around 10,000 years ago, although scientists think
small groups of them lived longer in Alaska and on
Russia's Wrangel Island off the Siberian coast.
Their bodies have mostly been found in the
Siberian permafrost. Siberian cultural myths paint
them as primordial creatures who moved
underground and helped to create the Earth.

MOSCOW — A teenage mammoth who once
roamed the Siberian tundra in search of fodder and
females might have been killed by an Ice Age man
on a summer day tens of thousands of years ago, a
Russian scientist said Friday.

Most of the well-preserved mammoths are calves.
Jenya's carcass is the best-preserved one since the
1901 discovery of a giant mammoth near the
Beryozovka river in Russia's northeastern Yakutia
region, Tikhonov said.

Prof. Alexei Tikhonov of the Zoology Institute in St.
Petersburg announced the finding of the
mammoth, which was excavated from the Siberian
permafrost in late September near the Sopochnaya
Karga cape, 3,500 kilometers (2,200 miles)
northeast of Moscow.

Unfortunately, its DNA has been damaged by low
temperatures and is "hardly" suitable for possible
cloning, he said.

The 16-year-old mammoth has been named Jenya,
after the 11-year-old Russian boy who found the
animal's limbs sticking out of the frozen mud. The
mammoth was 2 meters (6 feet 6 inches) tall and
weighed 500 kilograms (1,100
pounds).

However, an earlier mammoth discovery might be
able to help recreate the Ice Age elephant.
Russia's North-Eastern Federal University said in
early September that an international team of
researchers had discovered mammoth hair, soft
tissues and bone marrow some 328 feet (100
meters) underground during a summer expedition
in Yakutia.

"He was pretty small for his age," Tikhonov told
The Associated Press.
But what killed Jenya was not his size but a missing
left tusk that made him unfit for fights with other
mammoths or human hunters who were settling
the Siberian marshes and swamps some 20,00030,000 years ago, Tikhonov said.

Scientists already have deciphered much of the
genetic code of the woolly mammoth from balls of
mammoth hair found frozen in the Siberian
permafrost. Some believe it's possible to recreate
the prehistoric animal if they find living cells in
the permafrost.

The splits on Jenya's remaining tusk show a
"possible human touch," he added.

Via internet: By Mansur Mirovalev AP
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In addition, here's an interesting web site that might
be of interest to your readers.

Bench Tips by Brad Smith
TEMPLATES

FAKES & FRAUDS
Unfortunately, there's a
growing amount of
deception and outright
fraud these days at gem
and mineral shows and
in some of the online
venues that sell these items. Often "genuine turquoise
beads" turn out to be dyed magnesite, and I've been
told that the majority of colored stones being sold
typically have had some "enhancement" done to
them.

Whenever I have to make more than 2-3 exact copies
of anything, I think of making a template. A template
lets me easily draw the shape of an item. Art stores
sell templates for common shapes like circles, ovals,
hearts, etc, but if you need other shapes, it's easy to
make your own. Simply cut the shape out of sheet
plastic, copper or brass.
The brass template let's me quickly trace the design
of these ginkgo leaf earrings onto silver sheet, and
the nickel template makes it easy to drill the pin inlay
pattern into the ironwood.

If you're interested in what kind of fakes and frauds
have been uncovered, there's a well-done page at
http://www.the-vug.com/vug/vugfakes.html

After finding a poor selection of stock
templates for ovals
at my local art store, I was pleased with
the wide selection on Cool Tools at
http://www.cooltools.us/ If you order,
be sure to look for the 10% off code
each month on their Home page.

===== ===== ===== ===== =====
Acknowledgement to be included with each
publication:
More Bench Tips by Brad Smith are at
facebook.com/BenchTips/
or see
"Bench Tips for Jewelry Making" on Amazon

Kingsley North also has some nice
templates at http://www.kingsleynorth.com/
_____
DENTAL TOOLS

------------- >oo\<

A ready source of free tools is
your local dentist. Dental picks
can be reworked into wax tools
or straightened and sharpened
to make a stylus for marking and layout. The steel in
these tools is high quality, and the handles are
designed for comfort. A special note
however - don't try to bend one of the tips to a
different shape - the steel will snap. To change the
shape, heat the tip to red hot and bend it with pliers
while it's hot.
And don't forget to ask your dentist for some of the
cutting burs they throw out. These are useful for a
variety of things. It's best to call a week or two
before your visit and ask the dentist to put
some of these tools aside for you. It's good practice
also to ask that they run them through the sterilizer
for you.

------------- >oo\<

Kyanite

☯ >/oo< -------------
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☯ >/oo< -------------

Copper
Copper is the metallic chemical element of
atomic number 29, symbol Cu, atomic weight
63.55, specific gravity 8.96, melting point
1,985°F (1,085°C), and boiling point 4,645.4°F
(2,563°C). It consists of two stable isotopes, of
mass numbers 63 (69.1%) and 65 (30.9%).
Copper is one of only two metals that are
colored, Copper is reddish brown, while gold
is...gold—a unique color that is sometimes
loosely described as yellow. All other metals
are silvery, with various degrees of brightness
or grayness. Almost everybody handles copper
just about every day in the form of pennies. But
because a piece of copper the size of a penny
has become more valuable than one cent,
today's pennies are made of zinc, with just a
thin coating of copper.
Copper is in group 11 of the periodic table,
along with silver and gold. This trio of metals is
sometimes referred to as the coinage metals,
because they are relatively valuable,
corrosion-free and pretty, which makes them
excellent for making coins. Strangely enough,
the penny is the only American coin that is not
made from a copper alloy. Nickels, dimes,
quarters, and half dollars are all made from
alloys of copper with other metals. In the case
of nickels, the main metal is of course nickel.
Copper is one of the elements that are
essential to life in tiny amounts, although larger
amounts can be toxic. About 0.0004% of the
weight of the human body is copper. It can be
found in such foods as liver, shellfish, nuts,
raisins and dried beans. Instead of the red
hemoglobin in human blood, which has an iron
atom in its molecule, lobsters and other large
crustaceans have blue blood containing
hemocyanin, which is similar to hemoglobin but
contains a copper atom instead of iron.
Read more: Copper - History Of Copper, Making
Pure Copper, Uses Of Copper, Compounds Of
Copper - Metals, Penny, Sometimes, and Amounts
- JRank Articles http://
science.jrank.org/pages/1784/Copper.html#ixzz2G
H3txtRH

VIA Volume XXXVII Issue No. V Pica Pick January 2013
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Learning Series: Birthstones – February

years ago and have since withered away. Other
vugs are just gas bubbles in the lava. Crystals are
usually light to medium in color and only colored
at the tops of the crystals. Most clusters form
with gray, white and blue agate and have a green
exterior on the geodes.
Maraba, Brazil – large crystals with unattractive
surfaces that are of a pale to medium color.
Thunder Bay, Canada – a distinct red hematite
inclusion just below the surface of the crystals is
unique to this locality. Clusters are druzy crusts
that line the fissures formed in ancient
metamorphic rocks.
Uruguay – crystals are dark to medium and form
in druzy crusts that line the inside of volcanic
vugs that have a gray or brown exterior. The
crystals are usually colored throughout, unlike
the Brazilian crystals, and form with a
multicolored agate that often contains reds,
yellows and oranges.
Africa – crystals are usually large, but not
attractive. However, the interior color and clarity
are excellent and polished slices and carvings, as
well as many gemstones, are prized and admired.
Maine, USA – dark druzy clusters that are not
widely distributed today.
North Carolina, USA – druzy clusters that have a
bluish-violet tint.
Pennsylvania, USA – druzy clusters that filled
fractures in metamorphic rocks. They are
generally a brownish purple and patchy in color.
Colorado, USA –
druzy clusters form
crusts inside of
fissures in sandstone,
often on top of a crust
of green fluorite.
Crystals are dark, but
rather small.
Italy – Vera Cruz-like
crystals with large
parallel growth
clusters with good
evenly distributed
color.
Germany –
associated with
colorful agates that
form a druzy lightcolored crust.
Ural Mountains, Russia – a very clear and dark
variety that is cut for fine expensive gemstones,
natural uncut clusters are rarely on the market.

Amethyst – The February Birthstone
Background

Amethyst is the purple variety of quartz and is one of
the most popular gems. Up to the 18th century,
amethyst was included in the cardinal, or most
valuable, gemstones (along with diamond, sapphire,
ruby, and emerald). However, since the discovery of
extensive deposits worldwide, it has lost most of its
value. The name comes from the Ancient Greek a("not") and μέθυστος methustos ("intoxicated"), a
reference to the belief that the stone protected its
owner from drunkenness. The ancient Greeks and
Romans wore amethyst and made drinking vessels of
it in the belief that it would prevent intoxication. The
“color of amethyst”, has become a coined phrase.
Many things are said to be of an amethyst color, even
other more expensive purple gemstones.
Composition, Chemical Formula, Colors and
Sources
Composition – silicon dioxide
Chemical Formula – SiO2

Colors – can display a range of shades including
deep purple, light lilac, lavender and mauve. Top
quality amethyst is a deep medium purple with rosecolored flashes. The color is caused by iron
impurities in the
10s to 100s parts
per million range.
Sources – different
localities can
produce an
amethyst unique to
that particular
region or to that
particular mine.
Vera Cruz, Mexico – very pale, clear, prismatic
crystals that are sometimes double terminated
and have grown on a light colored host rock.
Crystals are typically phantomed.
Guerrero, Mexico – deep purple, prismatic
crystals that radiate outward from a common
attachment point. Often the crystals are
phantomed opposite of Vera Cruz amethyst,
having a purple interior with a clear or white
quartz exterior. These are some of the most
valuable amethysts in the world.
Minas Gerais and Rio Grande do Sul, Bahaia,
Brazil – crystals form in druzy crusts that line the
inside of volcanic rock pockets (vugs) called
geodes. Some vugs form from trees that were
engulfed in a lava or volcanic ash flow millions of
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Note: Amethyst can lighten if exposed to strong
sunlight for a long time. When heated to 550-560
Centigrade, the color changes to dark yellow or
reddish brown. Often, cut gems of amethyst are
graded using the terms: Siberian, Uruguayan or
Bahain. This represents high, medium and low grade,
respectively, regardless of the actual source. For
example a Mexican amethyst may be labeled as
Siberian, depending on the quality.
Identification
Streak – white
Hardness – 7
Crystal System – Hexagonal
Crystal Forms and Aggregates – most often as
protruding clusters of pyramids on a matrix base.
These "pyramids" can be quite large. Also occurs as
tall prismatic crystals, as short stubby crystals, in
drusy aggregates, massive, in geodes, and as rounded
waterworn stones. A very interesting habit is as
crystalline crusts inside volcanic pipes. Crystals are
usually striated horizontally, and occasionally have a
scepter growth.
Transparency – transparent to translucent
Specific Gravity – 2.6 - 2.7
Luster – vitreous
Cleavage – indiscernible
Fracture – conchoidal
Tenacity – brittle
Other ID Marks – occasionally fluorescent cream or
white in shortwave ultraviolet light.
Complex Tests – dissolves in hydrofluoric acid.
In Group – silicates; Tectosilicates; Silica Group
Environment – occurs in all mineral environments,
especially in igneous environments.
Uses – Amethyst is a widely used gem. Most amethyst
is faceted or cut into cabochons for jewelry. Large
chunks of amethyst are carved. Amethyst is also
popular among mineral collectors.
Folklore, Legend and Healing Properties
Amethyst gems have been used as healing stones for
centuries. It is a calming stone, said to bring peaceful
sleep, ease headaches and reduce stress. Helps heal
arthritis and disorders of the ear, bones, eyes, scalp,
hair, pituitary and pineal glands. Said to aid sobriety.
Additionally, amethyst is associated with increased
nobility, spiritual awareness, meditation, balance,
psychic abilities, and positive transformation. Keep in
pet's water to reduce fleas.
Quartz is usually quite harmless unless broken or
powdered. Broken crystals and masses may have
razor-sharp edges that can easily cut skin and flesh.
Handle with care. Do not grind dry since long-term
exposure to finely ground powder may lead to
silicosis.

Trivia
Amethyst is suggested as a gem to give on the 4th,
6th and 17th wedding anniversaries.
In the Bible, an amethyst is worn on the breastplate
of Aaron, the high priest of the Hebrews.
In 1993, a nine-foot cavern was found in Maine
containing more than a ton of amethyst crystals.
Because amethyst was thought to encourage celibacy
and symbolize piety, it was very important in the
ornamentation of Catholic and other churches in the
Middle Ages. Amethyst was, in particular, considered
to be the stone of bishops and some still wear
amethyst rings.
Some fine amethysts are
featured in the British Crown
Jewels, and have been a
favorite with such diverse
figures as Egyptian royalty to
Catherine the Great, who sent
thousands of workers to the
Uralian mines to search for
the best quality, thus creating
the “Siberian” grade.
Sources:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amethyst
http://www.galleries.com/minerals/gemstone/amet
hyst/amethyst.htm
http://www.mindat.org/min-198.html
http://www.3dchem.com/molecules.asp?ID=184
http://www.bernardine.com/gemstones/amethyst.h
tm
http://www.minerals.net/Mineral/amethyst.aspx
http://www.ehow.com/facts_5503321_amethystcrystal-kids.html
http://www.ehow.com/facts_5157493_amethyst.ht
ml
http://fishingcanada.ws/artists/amethyst/facts.html
http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/amethyst.aspx
http://www.gemsbrokers.org/gemstone/gems_and_
gemology/amethyst_myths.htm
http://tex.in/b/tj/2009/01/amethyst-facts-aboutamethyst.html
http://www.minerals-nmore.com/Amethyst_Info.html
VIA Rockhounds Herald Feb 2011
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work on a metal dop if you have a smooth surface on
both the opal and the dop.

The Opal Corner
By Jim Darnell (Opalholic)

This opal turns clear when exposed to water
(hydrophane) and shows the many potential ways
the stone can be cut.

WOW! I saw my first Welo
Opal from Ethiopia in early
November 2009. I heard it
was a big hit in Tucson last
February. To get down to
business, I searched the
Internet for some information on cutting this Welo
opal.

It does not like to be touched to the hard wheels (100
– 220 grit diamond wheels). The stones will chip like
glass.
On the softer wheels (foam backed) the stones
respond well but more slowly. When cutting, go slow;
grind slowly; polish more slowly and finish on 50,000
to 100,000 grit wheels. Don’t be upset when the
stone goes clear on you and don’t overheat. The final
result, when the stone dries, will make your heart
sing.

This is what I found: This material is sometimes
challenging to learn to cut because it cuts totally
different from most opal and often has cracks that
need to be planned into any cutting activity. LOTS of
people that are not experienced opal cutters learn to
cut this material very successfully and many
experienced opal cutters NEVER learn to cut it
because they dismiss it as being too unstable to cut
and end up missing out on a rewarding challenge that
can yield very nice results.

This information from: www.exoticopals.com
VIA Mobile Rock & Gem Society Cabber Gabber January
2010

Other opals

This material is as bright and colorful as Aussie black
opal but at a mere fraction of the price; it can be a
super buy for the money. Because it is priced
accordingly, the easiest ways to buy it is in a bulk
parcel and “dig in" to learn to cut it with the
understanding that it is not similar to Australian opal
at all and will not cut well using the techniques used
to cut Aussie opal.
This is rhyolite opal more like Mexican opal: the
success rates in cutting this material, as well as the
methods used, are different because of the chance of
overheating. ALL opal will overheat and crack if not
cut slowly and carefully because of the high water
content. Because of this, any opal cutter will tell you
that they have overheated opal and caused it to crack
during cutting sometimes and even the best cutters
still have the occasional piece to crack during or
shortly after cutting. This is a part of cutting opal, and
one of the many reasons that makes opal cutting
rewarding. Mastering techniques requires lots of
practice and often, many mistakes. I also learned that
many wholesale suppliers of Welo opal will not sell to
inexperienced cutters.

Boulder Opal from Queensland courtesy of
RockawayOpals.com

I have a small parcel of Welo from the November
Mississippi Gulf Coast Gem and Mineral Show in
Pascagoula and have cut a few pieces, and have found
out just how easy, if you’re careful, it is to get a gem
you may never want to part with.

A Black Opal from LR courtesy of
RockawayOpals.com

One thing I learned right away: The stones do not
hold well using the traditional wax dopping
technique. Something like Super Glue or epoxy will
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In 2008, the main exporters of graphite were China,
India, Brazil, North Korea, and Canada. It is not mined
in the United States, but the United States produces
synthetic graphite and consumes 42 thousand tonnes
of natural graphite.
Minda Moe, Mineral Chair
Via The Nugget Oct 2012 Vol 52 Issue 10

GRAPHITE

------------- >oo\<

☯ >/oo< -------------

Do Elected Representatives Read Our
Emails? Yes!

It was named in 1789, by Abraham Gottlob Werner,
from the Greek word graph, which meant “to
draw/write”. It is commonly called “lead” for its use
in pencils, but is not actually the metallic element
lead.

By John Martin, ALAA
Writing to elected officials does get some response
and lets them know that we are out there and that we
care. If more people write, maybe our feelings and
ideas will get across. I emailed California
Congressman Kevin McCarthy about proposed
legislation S2921.

Graphite is a form of carbon, called an allotrope,
where the carbon atoms bond in sheets of hexagonal
lattice. Other allotropes of carbon are diamond
(where carbon atoms are bonded in a tetrahedral
lattice arrangement), graphene (which are single
sheets of graphite), and fullerene (where carbon
atoms bond in spherical, tubular, or ellipsoidal
formations).

An excerpt from my email: As a constituent, I
treasure the public lands in the California desert and
want to see them remain open and accessible by all of
America's recreationalists and not just special
interests and hikers. I want these special public lands
to remain open and accessible for my family and
future generations. I urge you to NOT support the
California Desert Protection Act of 2010 as it is
currently written. . . . Visitors spend more than $230
million annually on outdoor recreation in the
California desert, according to federal data, and this
bill will reduce this amount of local revenue by
closing off more public lands to ALL forms of public
recreation on these now open public lands. . .

Graphite is iron-black to steel-gray in color, but can
appear deep blue in transmitted light. It has a
hexagonal crystal system, with flaky fracture on its
cleavage. It is a low 1-2 on the Mohs scale of
hardness, with a specific gravity of 2.25 gm/cc. It has
a black streak.
It has three principle natural forms, which each occur
in different types of deposit. Crystalline flake
graphite occurs in isolated, flat, plate-like particles.
Amorphous graphite is the result of thermal
metamorphism of coal, occurring as fine particles.
Lump graphite, or vein graphite, which occurs in
fissure veins. It is probably hydrothermal in
origin and appears as massive plater growths of
fibrous or acicular crystals.
Graphite occurs in metamorphic rocks, as a result of
the reduction of sedimentary carbon compounds
during metamorphism. It also occurs in igneous
rocks, and has been found in meteorites. It is
commonly associated with quartz, calcite, mica, and
tourmaline. It is associated with troilite and silicate
minerals in meteorites.

From Congressman McCarthy’s response: Dear
John: While I support protecting our natural
resources for future generations to enjoy, in the state
of California we already have millions of acres of
federally managed and protected land. This is why I
am wary of designating additional federal lands in
our state which, depending on the type of
designation, can restrict public access, enjoyment,
and recreation on these lands. As your
Representative in Congress, I will keep your
comments in mind should this legislation be voted on
in the House. Sincerely, Kevin McCarthy, Member of
Congress.

Graphite is an electrical conductor, useful for arc
lamp electrodes. Under standard conditions, it is the
most stable form of carbon, and is used in
thermochemistry for defining the heat of formation
for carbon compounds. It is not normally used for
fuel, as it is difficult to ignite.

--Excerpted from the Oct. to Dec., 2010, ALAA
Newsletter
ALAA is the lobbying arm of the American
Federation, working on behalf of rockhounds to keep
public lands open and accessible to all, including the
elderly and handicapped.
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2013 Officers and Directors
President
Vice President

Kellie Moore
Craig Moore

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Treasurer
Secretary

Mary Foulk
Diane Preslar

(309) 764-1473
(309) 786-1523

Director (2-year)

Brett Henderson

(309) 626.0107

Director (1-year)

Lori Johnson

(563) 299-5516

Disclaimer: The conclusions and opinions expressed in
Smoke Signals are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent those of the Officers, Editor, or members
of the club.
Copyright © 2013 by the Black Hawk Gem & Mineral Club,
Inc. With the exception of items that are specifically
copyrighted by their authors, other clubs may use material
published in Smoke Signals as long as proper credit is given
and the meaning or sense of the material is not changed.

Director (3-year)

Committee Chairpersons
Membership
Publicity
Youth Group
Rock Show Chair
Rock Show CoChair
Scholarship
Bulletin Editor
MWF Liaison

Kellie Moore
Craig Moore
Vacant
Kellie Moore
Craig Moore

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Board of Directors
Kellie Moore
Vacant

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Visit us at:
www.blackhawkgemandmineralclub.com

(563) 445-3034
(563) 445-3034

Affiliations
Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies
http://www.amfed.org/mwf/

The purpose of this non-profit organization is to promote
interest in collecting, studying and working with gems and
minerals and fossils. Organized in 1955, the Black Hawk Club
joined the Midwest Federation of Mineralogical & Geological
Societies in 1959. It is also a member of the American
Federation of Mineralogical Societies. Meetings are held on
the third Tuesday of every month, September through May at
6:00P.M. in the Hauberg Civic Center, 1300 24th Street, Rock
Island, IL. Picnics are held at various locations during June,
July, and August. Annual Dues: Individual Membership:
$15.00, Senior Couples: $12.00, Senior Individual: $10.00,
Family: $20.00.

American Federation of Mineralogical Societies
http://www.gamineral.org/afms.htm
------------- >oo\<

Newsletter Submissions:
Please send submissions for publication (announcements,
photographs, notes, letters, articles, etc.) in the Smoke Signals
newsletter to the Editor no later than the first day of the previous
month. For example, August 1 for the September issue. Advance
items are appreciated. Material may be e-mailed to Kellie Moore at
kalsinean1@aol.com, or submitted via the U.S. Mail:
Kellie Moore
718 Franklin Ave
Davenport, IA 52806
If e-mailing an article, it may be included within the body of the email message or sent as an attachment.

Copyrighted material submitted for publication must be
accompanied by a written release from the copyright holder.
All material submitted is subject to editing. No anonymous
submissions will be considered; however, the submitter's name
will be withheld or a pseudonym may be used at the
submitter's request. The deadline for all submitted work is the
20th of the month before it is to be published. Late and\or
unused entries may be published in later issue.

Looking forward to receiving an article from
you!
Editor: Kellie Moore 718 Franklin Ave, Davenport, IA
52806.
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